The operation parameters of a special heat exchange scraped-surface apparatus ware studied and mathematically described in the article. The feature of the apparatus was the use of perforated cleaning devices in order to increase the turbulence of a product. The developed device can be used in the dairy, meat, and fat and oil industry to cool cream, animal fats, margarine emulsions, cooking fats, and other viscous food products. The increase in the productivity of the apparatus was achieved as a result of the more intensive mixing of the cleaned wall layers with the bulk of the cooled product due to the presence of cylindrical holes in the slats with a diameter of at least 0.05-0.1 of the diameter of the working cylinder. As a result of processing experimental data on heat exchange taking into account energy dissipation, a calculated criterial heat exchange equation for the nonisothermal motion of products and their different flows -laminar and transient -was obtained explicitly. In addition, the article considers the effect of starting modes on the operation of apparatus with mixing devices. These data can make it possible to take into account the possible deviations of parameters caused by nonsteady operating modes. On the basis of the data obtained, we have proposed assumptions about the degree of impact of viscosity and inertia in the considered range of parameters on a starting mode. The results of the study are relevant since they allow us to intensify the thermal processes in this type of common apparatus by 10-12%.
Viscous media require new engineering knowledge on the development of their production technology and techniques, taking into account the rheological properties of processed raw materials and finished products.
The data on the patterns of changes in rheological characteristics make it possible to affect the quality and structure of products both by adding supplements and by regulating the treating modes of a product.
The method of intensifying heat exchange when treating viscous products by mixing the treated medium in apparatus with special blade-type mechanisms is used widely. It is necessary to study this method deeper, especially when heat-treating viscous media with non-Newtonian properties. Mixing viscous materials requires a lot of energy. Therefore, to reduce the power used for mixing, it is necessary to minimize the speed of rotation, taking into account the rheological characteristics of the medium treated and ensuring the required treating mode.
In many cases, it may be reasonable to use mixing devices for such apparatus that come into contact with the heat exchange surface in order to clean a product layer. This method was studied by L.K. Nikolaev, B.L. Nikolaev, and a number of other authors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Nevertheless, there are a lot of aspects of operation of apparatus with cleaning devices that require a deeper study, in particular, when heat-treating viscous media with non-Newtonian properties such as cream, animal and cooking fats, margarine emulsions, meat and fish mincemeat, and other viscous food products. There are also some ideas for changing the design of mixing mechanisms to activate the process that requires development.
The statement of the problem of nonsteady heating or cooling of an infinite cylinder is based on the cases when: -axial heat fluxes are negligible as compared to radial ones; -the coefficient of convective transfer of heat from the outer surface α and the ambient temperature t c are constant; -there is a symmetry of the initial temperature distribution θ g (r) round the radius of the cylinder; -the internal heat sources are assumed to be absent (q = 0).
The assumptions made correspond to the following mathematical model of the process of nonsteady thermal conductivity of cylindrical bodies:
However, this theoretical model does not take into account a number of significant practical circumstances that affect the process, such as the curvature of the surface, the frequency of scraper passages, the nonNewtonian nature of ryazhenka [fermented baked milk], viscosity, and a lot of other food products. The solution of the arising engineering problems can be implemented by experimental methods ensuring the extension of the obtained results using the similarity theory and dimensional analysis.
The time-varying parameters of a number of technological processes are also important parameters of theoretical description of the processes carried out in a great number of food industry equipment. The starting modes of machines and apparatus can be considered a common example of such nonsteady processes. In many cases, it is necessary to take into account the effect of starting mode characteristics since the absence thereof results in inaccurate measurements, as well as in errors in the choice of operating modes of equipment. Thus, the estimation of the features of the starting mode is necessary [12, 13] . The studies of thermal and hydrodynamic processes in apparatus with cleaning mixing devices are presented in the works by Begachev V.I., Braginskiy L.N., Glukhov V.P., Pavlushenko I.S., and Pavlov M.G. [7] ; Konviser I.A. [8] ; Konsetov V.V., Kudryavitskiy F.M., and Novichkov A.N. [9] , Pavlushenko I.S. and Gluz M.D. [12] , Abichandani H. [19] ; de Goede R. and de Jong E. J. [20] ; Dumont E., Fayolle F., and Legrand J. [21] , et al.
The studies of the mentioned above authors were carried out using the equipment that consisted of an apparatus with mixing devices that differed from the experimental plant used in our paper. Part of the considered results of the studies can be regarded only as a first approximation.
STUDY OBJECTS AND METHODS
To successfully design and calculate the considered type of mixer, it is necessary to have the formulae for calculating the energy consumed in the flow apparatus with mixing devices obtained from the experimental data. Some data were obtained using directly an industrial mixer equipped with a set of sensors. To study the process of interaction of a rubber scraper with the cooling surface and the working body deeper, a special experimental laboratory plant based on a modified rotational rheometer was designed and tested [7, 8, 9] . A series of experimental studies were carried out using this modified rheometer. The manufactured scrapers were installed on the rotor cylinder of the rheometer. Alternative stator cylinders were used fo study for various volumes of operating area. When carrying out the studies, a set of methods was used that made it possible to determine the rotation speed of the rotor with a high accuracy, as well as to determine the dynamic pattern of the speed to estimate the starting modes.
Experimental plant no. 1, a scraped-surface heat exchanger, is shown in Fig. 1 , 2 and 3 where: 1 -cooling jacket, 2 -working cylinder, 3 -inflator, 4 -motor-reducer, 5 -product supply branch, 6 -coolant outlet, 7 -elastic tape, 8 -metal perforated slat, 9 -hole in the blade, 10 -gap between the blade sections, 11 -crosspiece holder, 12 -shaft, 13 -product outlet, 14 -coolant supply branch, 15 -cleaning blade, 16 -inflator blade, 17 -elastic tape bolt, 18 -crosspiece hub bolt, 19 -crosspiece hub. The experimental plant is similar to a T1-OM-2T heat exchanger in design, but at the same time it is distinguished by the fact that in order to increase the productivity of the apparatus, the mixing device located in the working cylinder has some perforated cleaning-type blades installed at an angle of 90° to the surface of the working cylinder. Each of the blades is made of two metal plates, between which an elastic tape the upper edge of which rises above the plates by no more than 15-10 mm is clamped. The distance between the peripheral edges of diametrically located blades is greater than the internal diameter of the There is also an inflator in the apparatus the diameter of which for the peripheral edges of the blades is equal to 0.9 D c . This combination of features and their distinctive relationship make it possible to increase the productivity of the apparatus.
The new design allowed us to conduct further experimental studies of heat exchange and consumed energy. As a model medium, 2.5% fat ryazhenka was used. The studies were performed within the range of the Reynolds criterion from 90.7 to 6380, while the effective viscosity values were found within the range from 0.03 to 0.14 Pa·s. The studies were carried out in the rheology laboratory of the Mega-department of biotechnologies and low-temperature systems of the ITMO University.
The Table 1 presents the results of the studies of rheological processes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Studies of the hydrodynamic processes in an apparatus with scraping mixing devices were conducted.
The obtained data, when there is a change in the product temperature and there are different values of a shear rate gradient, show that the effective viscosity of the studied product depends significantly on the value of a product velocity and temperature gradient.
When treating ryazhenka in a heat exchanger with cleaning devices at values of the Reynolds criterion below 2400, there is a laminar motion of the medium in the apparatus. With a further increase in the Reynolds criterion, there is a transitional flow range.
Taking into account the previous large-scale studies carried out by a number of authors [1, 2, 5, 14, 15] , to apply the obtained data to a wider range of equipment and treated media, a criterial heat exchange equation for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids was proposed taking into account the similarity theory: z is the number of blades of the mixing device, pcs; μ and μ at are the effective viscosity of the product at the average product temperature and at the wall temperature, respectively, Pa·s; B is the empirical coefficient; a and b are the dimensionless coefficients determined in the course of the experiments. The use of l in the calculations, which is a distance between the edges of the blades of the mixing device, allows us to take into account the effect of the number of scrapers and the inner diameter of the working cylinder.
When performing the theoretical description of the operation of a great number of apparatus and measuring equipment, an important problem is the technological processes the parameters of which can vary with time. Equipment starting modes are one of the common examples of such nonsteady processes. Variable parameters lead to deviations in the hydrodynamics of a medium, can affect the heat exchange in heat exchange equipment, they also lead to significant changes in a number of other processes carried out in food processing equipment. In many cases, ignoring the effect of starting mode parameters results in measurement errors and the selection of incorrect operating modes for machines and apparatus.
To describe theoretically the operation process of this type of apparatus, it is possible to present the hydrodynamic pattern of a flow, which is a nonsteady flow in a flat gap, in a simplified form:
where ν x , ν y , ν z are the projections of flow velocities; x, y, z are the coordinates;  is density; p is the pressure; g x is the projection of the acceleration of gravity; τ are the components of the stress tensor.
Since there is a shear flow of a viscous fluid in the experimental apparatus, it is necessary to take into account an equation that relates the rate of shear deformation and stress. The boundary and initial conditions are assumed to be equal to:
Let us transform the Eq. 6 in the partial derivatives to the equations represented in the ordinary derivatives:
Then:
Hence:
In the ordinary derivatives, the equations take the form:
Let us integrate the Eqs. 14 and 15 with allowance for the boundary and initial conditions (7) that determine the constants C 1 , C 2 and C 3 :
.
,
The solution to the Eqs. 16-18 allows us to carry out the mathematical study of the development of the velocity profile of a flow in the space between the cylinders and to calculate the starting mode time of the apparatus:
where τн is tangential stresses constant voltage, η is the dynamic viscosity coefficient.
The analysis of the data shows that when studying the initial phase of the apparatus with mixing devices, it is necessary to take into account the starting period.
Considering a number of assumptions in deriving the formula (19) for the experimental studies of starting modes, Plant no. 2 shown in Fig. 4 and 5 was used.
It is a modified Volarovich viscometer [10, 11] equipped with devices for measuring the rotor speed. In addition, the modification included the use of alternative external cylinders and the installation of scraping action simulating devices on the rotor cylinder. The experiments consisted in measuring the dependence of rotor speed on the time from the starting moment, while a constant torque was having an impact on the rotor. A series of experiments were carried out with external cylinders with a radius of 19 mm, 34 mm, and 72 mm with a radius of the inner cylinder of 16 mm. As a model medium, 2.5% fat ryazhenka as a sample of a food product with non-Newtonian properties and 99.5% glycerin which is a medium with Newtonian properties were used. The use of glycerin is caused in particular by its well-known physical characteristics.
As a result of processing the experimental data obtained using Experimental plant no. 1, the dimensionless coefficients a, b, c for the criterion equation (2) were obtained.
The exponential factor of the Reynolds criterion was determined as a result of processing the experimental data obtained in the logarithmic coordinates:
  lg(Re) lg
The study was carried out for the groups of experiments the Prandtl criterion in which was: Pr 1 = 388, Pr 2 = 2462.
The graphical-analytical processing of the obtained dependences presented in Fig. 6 showed that the both groups of experiments had the same slope to the abscissa axis. The exponent a of the formula (2) was determined as the slope of the graph to the axis of abscissae and was equal to a = 0.59. The value of the exponent indicated the significant effect of the Reynolds criterion on heat exchange. 
As a result of graphical-analytical processing of the experimental data, the value b of the exponential factor for the Prandtl criterion for the formula (2) was found to be equal to 0.37.
To obtain the coefficient B of the formula (5), the data are processed mathematically on the basis of the dependence (2) As a result of processing the experimental data obtained using Experimental plant no. 2, the starting mode parameters of the apparatus the character of which is close to an exponential dependence were obtained, they can be described in the form of a (21) .
Dependence of the rotational speed on time when treating 2.5% ryazhenka Dependence of the rotational speed on time when treating glycerin Ω, c-1 Ω, c-1 formula (24), the coefficients a and b in this formula have been determined by processing the data using CurveExpert (Fig. 7) . 
CONCLUSION
The effect of the Reynolds and Prandtl criteria on the heat exchange in an apparatus with modified cleaning devices has been determined. For the scraper devices with holes, there was an increase in the Reynolds criterion by 3-5% compared to the measurements made for the devices without holes.
In order to apply the obtained data to a wider range of equipment and treated media, a criterial heat exchange equation for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids taking into account similarity simplexes was proposed that takes into consideration the similarity theory. The effect of the Reynolds and Prandtl criteria on the heat exchange in the apparatus were determined.
The lawfulness of describing the characteristics of the starting mode were established using an exponential dependence of the form of Ω = a (1 -e -bt ). The experimentally expected theoretical predominance of the effect of medium density on the starting mode compared to the effect of viscosity properties were established. The value of the coefficient of the exponent b differed by 8-15% for the measurements with ryazhenka and glycerin under other equal conditions.
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